**STEP 1: HUNT AND GATHER**
Get supplies and tools from around the house (fabric, glue, paper, ruler, pen, and scissors).

**STEP 2: TEMPLATE TIME**
Measure and cut your mask template from cardboard/paper 6 ½ inches by 6 ½ inches.

**STEP 3: COLLAGE THOSE SCRAPS**
Place your scraps in your own design. Start glueing them together!

**STEP 4: TRACE N' CUT**
Place your template on your collage, trace it, and cut it.

**STEP 5: ACESSORIZE**
Use a blanket stitch or glue to adhere your accessories.

**STEP 6: THE BACKING**
Cut out another 6 ½ inch square from a piece of fabric.

**STEP 7: GLUE... AGAIN!**
Glue your two pieces together.

**STEP 8: FOLD N' PIN**
Fold your combined squares over and onto itself in three separate equal sections, overlapping the fabric ½ inch in each interval. Pin, clip, or glue them down.

**STEP 9: THE TIES**
Attach two pieces of fabric (40 inches each) or fold the left and right sides inside to create a gap for two pieces of elastic (1½ in each). Backstitch to secure the ribbon or folded sides in place.